
Lesson Plan – English II

Instructors: Messinger, Pena, Shariff, Swart
Course: English II
Unit Name: Julius Caesar
Dates: December 5 – 9, 2022

Major TEKS for this week:
ENG2.1A Engage in meaningful discourse
ENG2.4A Establish purpose for reading assigned text
ENG2.4C Make and correct or confirm predictions using text
ENG2.4H Synthesize info from texts
ENG2.5C Use text evidence to support response
ENG2.5E Interact with sources in meaningful ways such as annotating
ENG2.9 Use the writing process to compose text
ENG2.9Div Edit drafts for correct capitalization

Monday

Daily Objective
Students will edit text for capitalization. Students will read the ending of Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar and respond to the
text in writing and discussion.

Agenda
1. Warm-up:  Edit paragraph for capitalization
2. Read Act III – Funeral speeches by Brutus and Antony and read summary of play’s ending
3. Exit Ticket: Q3SA – Did Caesar deserve to be assassinated

Formative Assessments
Warm-up, exit ticket

Modifications and Interventions
Teacher will explain rules and reasoning behind capitalization to assist students.
Teacher will point out major quotes in the speeches of Brutus and Antony.
Teacher will provide example answers for each step of Q3SA practice.

Extensions
Some students will give more in-depth answers for the exit ticket question.

Follow Up/Homework
Students will apply information learned today about the play’s ending to a writing task on Tuesday. Students will be held
accountable for the capitalization rules during a quiz on Friday.

Tuesday

Daily Objective
Students will edit text for capitalization. Students will annotate a text to find evidence to answer a question. Students will
plan and begin a writing after analyzing an example writing.

Agenda
1. Warm-up:  Edit a paragraph, correcting capitalization errors
2. Q3SA – Was the play Julius Caesar a tragedy?
3. Read and analyze example persuasive writing using colored pencils or highlighters
4. Reread summary of Julius Caesar’s ending to find evidence for question:  Was Shakespeare’s Julius Caesar truly a

tragedy?



5. Exit Ticket: Write introduction of essay

Formative Assessments
Warm-up, Exit Ticket, Q3SA Writing and Discussion, Annotation of play summary

Modifications/Interventions
Teacher will go over rules and reasoning for capitalization practice.
Teacher will provide an example of steps of Q3SA before students complete.
Teacher will guide students through highlighting of example essay.
Teacher will provide reminders of what should be included in the introduction. (General sentence about topic, Specific
sentence naming text, Thesis/Position statement)

Extensions
Some students will have a more in-depth response to the Q3SA question.

Follow Up/Homework
Students will have a major writing following this format tomorrow.
Students will have a quiz over the rules of capitalization on Friday

Wednesday-Thursday

Daily Objective
Students will edit a paragraph for capitalization errors.
Students will review their own writing and develop a personal writing goal.
Students will plan and draft writing in response to a text and related prompt.

Agenda
1. Warm-up:  Correct capitalization errors in a paragraph.
2. Review writings completed so far, set a writing goal, and record it in writing folder.
3. Read new text after seeing question for writing. Annotate text for evidence to use in writing.
4. Review suggested format for essay
5. Write for thirty minutes using question and text provided.
6. Exit Ticket: Q3SA about writing task itself or about topic from article read

Formative Assessments
Warm-up, exit ticket, writing

Modifications and Interventions
Teacher will provide examples and walk around to assist students will writing tasks

Extensions
Some students will have a more in-depth response to exit ticket and to writing prompt

Follow Up/Homework
Students will continue to practice with writing using evidence for final exam.
Students will have a quiz over editing for capitalization on Friday

Friday
Daily Objective
Students will independently correct capitalization in a paragraph. Students will write about and discuss the importance
of vocabulary knowledge and review vocabulary for final exam.

Agenda



1. Warm-up:  Edit paragraph for capitalization errors
2. Quiz over capitalization
3. Q3SA – Why is learning new words important
4. Vocabulary Games to review for vocab for final exam: Categories using dry erase boards and Blooket using exact

words in final exam

Formative Assessments
Warm-up, Q3SA, Categories game on dry erase boards, Blooket

Modifications and Interventions
Teacher will walk around to assist students with games
Teacher will provide examples for each step of Q3SA
Teacher will review rules connected to capitalization practice

Extensions
Some students will have a more in-depth answer to Q3SA question and more creative answers to Categories game

Follow Up/Homework
Students will see capitalization and vocabulary on semester final exam


